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1
Bank Islam registered a robust 10.5% growth in net financing to

RM54.7 billion in FY2020, which is above the KPI target of 5%. The

strong growth was driven by consumer and business financing

segment with 11.36% and 9.22% growth, respectively.

a) Is the strong financing growth sustainable in FY2021?

b) What is Bank Islam’s targeted net financing growth in FY2021?

c) What are the key drivers to achieve the target?

QUESTIONS FROM MSWG



1 Answer 1 (a) (b) & (c)

Consumer Banking will continue to anchor the Bank’s financing growth

with a projected financing to grow at least 8% for FY2021. Lower

financing growth compared to FY2021 as the Bank remains cautious on

the uncertainty of current economic condition and prolonged Covid19
pandemic.

ANSWERS FOR MSWG’S QUESTIONS



2
Although banks did not need to set aside provisions for loans that come

under the relief measures in 2020, impairment charges may be deferred

to 2021 if borrowers’ weaknesses stretch beyond short-term cashflow

issues (page 60 of IAR2020).

For FY2020, BIMB’s net allowance for impairment on financing and

advances increased by 150% to RM208.67 million from RM83.69 million in

the previous year.

a) What is the size of loan that is still under Bank Islam’s extended relief

measures?

b) Does the Bank foresee a deterioration in the repayment ability of

borrowers involved in Bank Islam’s relief programme?

c) Does Bank Islam foresee a need to increase the allowance for

provisions for these loans in FY2021?

QUESTIONS FROM MSWG



2
There is no written rules imposed by the regulator for banks to set aside

provisions for loans that come under the relief measures. Nevertheless, the

regulator expected banks to provide sufficient amount of provisioning in

anticipation of the impact of Covid19 pandemic.

Due to this, the Group and the Bank has provided management overlay on

the overall allowance for credit losses amounted to RM231.6 million for the

financial year ended 31 December 2020 (note 49.3(iii) of the financial

statements, page 290 of IAR2020).

CONTINUE ON THE NEXT PAGE…

ANSWERS FOR MSWG’S QUESTIONS



2
The management overlay is provided due to the unprecedented nature of the pandemic

considering the Group and the Bank exposure on certain vulnerable sectors and financing

that come under the relief measures.

a) As at 31 December 2020, the Group and the Bank recorded RM4.6 billion of financing

under extended relief measure (note 49.3(b) of the financial statements, page 282 of

IAR2020). This represent less than 10% of the Group and the Bank’s total gross financing.

b) Out of total repayments assistance granted, only 0.9% missed payment. This indicates

that the repayment ability of financing customers involved in the relief programme is still

good and the assumption used in our model is prudent.

c) The Bank has provided a sufficient amount of pre-emptive provisioning by way of

management overlay to the Group and Bank’s exposure on vulnerable sectors and

Targeted Repayment Assistance (TRA) portfolio. Nevertheless, considering the current

scenario and prolonged Covid19 pandemic, the Group and the Bank do not rule out

the possibility of extending TRA period in order to assist financing customers. This also

would result to additional provisioning in FY2021 for any significant additional increase in

TRA portfolio.

ANSWERS FOR MSWG’S QUESTIONS



3 Bank Islam had established the Centre of Digital Experience (CDX) in March

2020 to explore the opportunities in the underserved and unserved segments

with the aspiration of a zero reliance on physical branches and lower

manpower requirements. BIMB aims to be the first 100% digital Islamic Bank

through CDX.

a) Bank Islam has engaged Mambu to configure Shariah-compliant

banking products, as well as enlisted Experian, an information services

company to provide eKYC solution for this initiative. The Bank is also

developing an alternative credit scoring model with local fintech, Pod.

• How does the collaboration with technology and fintech companies

enhance Bank Islam’s capability and competitiveness in the digital

banking segment?

• What is the capital expenditure allocated for these new initiatives?

CONTINUE ON THE NEXT PAGE…

QUESTIONS FROM MSWG



3 b) Globally, the financial industry has seen the emergence of

Shariah-compliant fintech companies such as Wahed Inc. and

Minted with plans to establish Islamic digital banks. Besides, it was

reported that local fintech company MyMy plans to pursue a

digital banking licence as well.

Does Bank Islam foresee competition from these new players?

c) Will Bank Islam apply for a standalone digital banking license with

Bank Negara Malaysia to undertake digital banking activities?

c) When will CDX roll out its first solution to market?

QUESTIONS FROM MSWG



3
Answer 3 (a)

From a practical standpoint, we are open to work with partners who have the same aspirations and

philosophy, as well as adjacent industries with complementary offerings that offer strategic angles where it

would be mutually beneficial.

➢ Collaborations with technology and fintech companies are vital to Bank Islam in order to scale fast.

Areas of engagement would be around the themes of Inclusion, Expertise and Coverage.

➢ In addition, Bank Islam have been experimenting with next gen technology that supports digital banking

especially in the areas of cloud native digital banking and eKYC to enable digital onboarding.
Customers would no longer have to go the branch to open a bank account.

➢ Bank Islam is committed to these new, exciting initiatives through continued investment in digitalisation
as the bank begin its journey towards becoming an Islamic Digital Bank within the next decade. Bank

Islam has also continuously improved its services within the digital ecosystem, focusing on process

optimisation and establishing a strong platform for cybersecurity resilience for the bank.

➢ The main overarching theme as we embark into our digital bank journey is to tap the underserved

market. With increasing participation from fintechs, we expect to see more opportunities for different
models to be tested across different environments. When experimentation is encouraged, fostered and

rewarded, it allows players to take bigger risks, creating innovative solutions that allows them to grow

and replicate as the fintech community work towards meeting SDGs. Capital expenditure is estimated at

around RM20 – 30mil.

ANSWERS FOR MSWG’S QUESTIONS



3 Answer 3 (b)

From Bank Islam’s perspective, with a flourishing environment, there would be

opportunity for learning, inspiration and coopetition. Coopetition or strategic

partnerships would see the creation or capture of value through the sharing of

resources or expertise. Collaboration also allows for economies of scale, in

place of competition, which is good thing in any environment.

We as a bank have always been operating in a competitive environment – the

difference now is the digitalisation of the competition. Those who are at the

forefront are leveraging their digital capabilities. We cannot afford to be left

out in this new landscape, hence the need to be part of the competition and

be one of the players.

The consumer also benefits, from potentially reduced prices as well as access

to innovative new products.

ANSWERS FOR MSWG’S QUESTIONS



3 Answer 3 (c)

Bank Islam will not apply for a standalone digital banking license with

Bank negara Malaysia. This is due to the fact that Bank Islam intends

to leverage on its existing banking license. We are not applying as

we are able to leverage on our existing license.

Answer 3 (d)

CDX is planning to roll out its first solution to market in Q4 2021

ANSWERS FOR MSWG’S QUESTIONS



4
Bank Islam expanded its green financing portfolio to RM2.2 billion as of

FY2020 (page 73 of IAR2020), which is 4% of the group’s total financing,

advances and others.

a) According to an analyst report dated 14 April 2021, Bank Islam aims

to increase the size of green financing portfolio to 10 – 12% in the

next three years.

However, given that most of the local banks are also targeting the

same segment to improve their environmental, social and

governance (ESG) standards, will it be challenging for Bank Islam to

achieve the target?

b) What are the measures taken to achieve the target? Does the

market have sufficient financing opportunities available?

QUESTIONS FROM MSWG



4 Yes, it may not be easy, but we strive to double our effort to deliver

sustainable long-term performance, ensuring no negative externality.

Our three main sources to secure the green financing:

➢ Its network in the business community, which provides it with the

referrals or the contacts of new borrowers to approach for green
financing.

➢ Working relationship with government agencies to support green
financing.

➢ Its existing borrowers which could have plans to venture into the
renewable energy business.

ANSWERS FOR MSWG’S QUESTIONS



5 The auditors’ remuneration for FY2020 for non-audit fee related

matters increased by 210% to RM1.84 million from RM592,000 in

previous year.

What was the reason for the substantial increase in non-audit fee?

What were the non-audit services provided by the auditors?

Does the Bank have a percentage limit for non-audit fees paid to

the external auditor compared to the audit fees paid? If so, what is

the limit?

QUESTIONS FROM MSWG



5
The Group has engaged the external auditors, PwC and its related companies

i.e., PricewaterhouseCoopers Services Sdn. Bhd. on the following areas:-

a) Reporting accountants in connection with the Group’s proposed

restructuring exercise.

b) Limited review of interim financial information for BIMB Holdings Berhad

and its main subsidiaries (Bank Islam and Takaful Malaysia).

Bank Islam

a) Agreed-Upon Procedures pursuant to the Validation Programme of PIDM.

b) Validation of MFRS 9 methodologies

c) Assessment of BCM Programme.

d) Cloud Risk Assessment on Human Resources System.

e) Gap assessment of the Bank’s ORM Framework.

CONTINUE ON THE NEXT PAGE…

ANSWERS FOR MSWG’S QUESTIONS



5
Takaful Malaysia

a) Review of the MFRS17: Insurance Contracts Methodologies.

The above contributed to the substantial increase in non-audit fees.

Nevertheless, more than 50% of the non-audit engagements are actually

indirectly related to audit i.e. MFRS 9, MFRS 17, PIDM and limited review of

financial information, albeit under the definition it may not be deemed as

statutory.

The Group has established a 50% limit for non- related audit fees out of total

audit fees agreed with the External Auditors.

Note: The above responses also covered Q2 from PNB (page 22)

ANSWERS FOR MSWG’S QUESTIONS



6
As of 31 December 2020, a total of RM16,000 (2019: RM22,100) was payable

to internal audit division (IAD), based on 53 (2019: 107) man-days (BIMB’s

Corporate Governance Report 2019 and 2020).

The expenses included the audit works on BIMB and its wholly-owned

subsidiaries - Syarikat Al-Ijarah Sdn Bhd and BIMB Securities (Holdings) Sdn

Bhd (page 57-58 of BIMB’s Corporate Governance Report 2020).

Both the internal audit fee and the man-days expended for FY2020 is lower

than that for FY2019.

What was the reason for the lower fee and lower man-days? Does the lower

fee and man-days indicate lower coverage in 2020? Is the Board and the

Audit Committee satisfied that the fees and man-days expended in 2020 is

enough to provide them the necessary assurance?

QUESTIONS FROM MSWG



6
The lower man-days which reflected in the lower internal audit fee for FY2020,

was mainly due to:

➢ limited scope of audit performed based on risk assessment conducted,

➢ the limited scope focused on the identified high and medium risk areas

especially on operational functions within BHB and its wholly owned

subsidiaries.

➢ The Board Audit & Examination Committee had on 24 August 2020 approved

the audit plan at a lower audit fees based on limited scope covered with a

minimum man-days.

Notwithstanding the limited scope covered, during the financial year under

review, IAD issued a total of four (4) audit reports of which one (1) for BHB’s

operations and Shariah, one (1) for IT and one (1) each for its BIMB Securities

(H) Sdn. Bhd. and Syarikat Al-Ijarah Sdn. Bhd. All had been accorded with

‘good’ audit rating save for IT System with ‘satisfactory’ audit rating.

ANSWERS FOR MSWG’S QUESTIONS
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1
Ordinary Resolution 3

The total proposed fees and benefits for the year of RM2.5 million was

lower compared to the amount proposed and approved at the

previous AGM of RM3.1 million.

We would like to seek clarification on the lower amount considering

the number of Board members is the same as previous year?

In the previous year, the proposed amount takes into consideration

the need to appoint an additional director, will it be the same for this

year as well?

QUESTIONS FROM PNB



1 Ordinary Resolution 3

❖ The amount of proposed fees and benefits for the year was lower

compared to the previous year mainly due to the anticipation of the

completion of the Corporate Exercise in early Q4 2021.

❖ Thus, certain factors had been considered in allocating the directors’

fees and benefit for this 24th AGM such as to remain with the existing

directors with no allocation on additional director, lesser number of

Board and Board Committees meetings as well as exclusion of token

of appreciation for FYE 2021.

❖ The completion of the Corporate Exercise will also lead to the revamp

of the existing Board of BHB sometime in early Q4 2021.

ANSWERS FOR PNB’S QUESTIONS



2
Ordinary Resolution 4

Referring to page 138 of BHB’s Annual Report, it was mentioned that

the non-audit services was undertaken at no additional cost.

However, the total auditors’ remuneration increased by 45.2% to

RM4.02 million, mainly due to higher non-statutory audit fees

compared to the previous year. What was the reason for the increase

in fees and what type of non-statutory services contributed to this

increase? Can you provide a breakdown?

QUESTIONS FROM PNB



2
Ordinary Resolution 4

The Group has engaged the external auditors, PwC and its related companies i.e.,

PricewaterhouseCoopers Services Sdn. Bhd. on the following areas:-

a) Reporting accountants in connection with the Group’s proposed restructuring

exercise.

b) Limited review of interim financial information for BIMB Holdings Berhad and its

main subsidiaries (Bank Islam and Takaful Malaysia).

Bank Islam

a) Agreed-Upon Procedures pursuant to the Validation Programme of PIDM.

b) Validation of MFRS 9 methodologies

c) Assessment of BCM Programme.

d) Cloud Risk Assessment on Human Resources System.

e) Gap assessment of the Bank’s ORM Framework.

CONTINUE ON THE NEXT PAGE…

ANSWERS FOR PNB’S QUESTIONS



2 Takaful Malaysia

a) Review of the MFRS17: Insurance Contracts Methodologies.

The above contributed to the substantial increase in non-audit fees.

Nevertheless, more than 50% of the non-audit engagements are actually

indirectly related to audit i.e., MFRS 9, MFRS 17, PIDM and limited review of

financial information, albeit under the definition it may not be deemed as

statutory.

The Group has established a 50% limit for non- related audit fees out of total

audit fees agreed with the External Auditors.

ANSWERS FOR PNB’S QUESTIONS



3
With regards to the proposed corporate restructuring exercise of BHB

Group:

a) What is the latest development on the proposal?

b) Is the proposal within the targeted timeline to be completed by

August 2021?

QUESTIONS FROM PNB



3
Answer 3 (a)

As announced on 7 May 2021, the Company has applied to the High Court for

the sanction of the SOA. Currently, the Company is undergoing the court

process to obtain the final sanction of the High Court for the SOA.

Answer 3 (b)

The timeline for the Proposals will depend on the progress and timing for the

Court processes for both the SOA and capital reduction in relation to the

Distribution & Capital Repayment which are beyond our control. Based on the

latest development and taking into account the announcement in relation to

MCO 3.0, the completion of the Proposals are targeted in early Q4 2021.

This timeline will need to be re-assessed if MCO 3.0 is extended further,

beyond 14 June 2021, or if there is any relaxation or further imposition of

restrictive measures.

ANSWERS FOR PNB’S QUESTIONS



4
BHB and Bank Islam’s cost to income ratio (“CIR”) for FY20 are 56.9% and 53.4%

respectively, which are among the highest within the industry. Under its 5-year

roadmap post-restructuring, Bank Islam aims to achieved a CIR of not more

than 50%, which is still high relative to its current peers.

a) What are main components that are hindering Bank Islam from attaining a

relatively competitive CIR of 45% that is seen in other banks?

b) Would growing net income or managing cost be more impactful in

reducing CIR for Bank Islam? Beside these, are there any other strategies to

improve CIR?

c) Can you share examples of some of the initiatives that are currently being

undertaken by Bank Islam to improve the CIR?

QUESTIONS FROM PNB



4
Answer 4 (a)

Currently, personnel expenses represent approximate 58% of total overheads

cost and definitely number of staff is a key driver.

Nevertheless, it is not a preferred option for the Bank to significantly reduce its

number of staff. The Bank prefers to optimize its resources (i.e staff training, re-

skilling) to generate higher income and improve profit per employee.

Answer 4 (b)

Growing net income and fee based income would be more impactful and

preferred approach. However, implementing cost containment strategies in

other areas (establishment, admin and general expenses) are also required to

avoid any significant increase in overhead costs.

CONTINUE ON THE NEXT PAGE… 

ANSWERS FOR PNB’S QUESTIONS



4 Answer 4 (c)

Example of cost initiatives undertaken by Bank Islam

❑ Review and re-negotiate existing contracts

❑ Optimization of existing resources i.e employee, office space etc

❑ Minimise waste and promote Go- Green

❑ Process re-engineering, digitalization and eliminate unnecessary

expenses

❑ Cut traditional advertising (TV Ads) in favour of low-cost alternatives

(social medial) and create partnership for marketing.

ANSWERS FOR PNB’S QUESTIONS



5
BHB had paid a 12.6 sen interim dividend in December 2020 for FY20,

whereas Bank Islam’s total dividend for FY20 is 10.92 sen, comprising

an interim dividend of 5.55 sen in September 2020 and final dividend

of 5.37 sen to be paid in May/June 2021.

a) Will there be a special dividend for the shareholders of BHB prior to

the completion of the proposed corporate restructuring?

b) Post-restructuring, will Bank Islam continue its bi-annual dividend

payment schedule or will it be adopting BHB’s current dividend

payment schedule of once a year?

c) What would be Bank Islam’s dividend payout policy?

QUESTION FROM PNB



5 Answer 5 (a)

Bank Islam plans to declare interim dividend subsequent to the 

completion of group restructuring exercise before end of the financial 

year 2021.

Answer 5 (b)

Bank Islam will adopt BHB’s current dividend payment of once a year.

Answer 5 (c)

Not more than 50% of Bank Islam’s Profit after Zakat and Tax is available 

for dividend but subject to BNM’s approval. 

ANSWERS FOR PNB’S QUESTIONS



6 What are Bank Islam’s FY21 targets for the following:

a)Net income margin

b)Financing Growth

c) Credit Cost

QUESTIONS FROM PNB



6 Bank Islam’s FY21 Target:

a)Net income margin   > 2.20%

b)Financing Growth         8.0%

c)Credit Cost                 < 0.5%

ANSWERS FOR PNB’S QUESTIONS



7
Referring to page 93 to 94 of BHB Annual Report, post-restructuring Bank Islam

aims to become champion in Shariah ESG financial services as well as growing

presence in global and regional markets as Shariah-ESG fund house with

fintech abilities.

a) What is Bank Islam’s strategy to move towards top position in Shariah ESG

financial services regionally and globally?

b) Will Bank Islam expand to overseas market? Any specific market within

ASEAN or outside ASEAN?

c) So far, we have seen Bank Islam growing mostly organically. Under the 5-

year roadmap to grow total assets from RM70 billion in 2021 to RM100

billion by 2025, does Bank Islam have any plan to grow inorganically to

achieve the target?

CONTINUE TO THE NEXT PAGE…

QUESTIONS FROM PNB



7
Under Phase 2, it was mentioned “Sustaining delivery of benefits in

digitalisation”.

d) What is Bank Islam’s targets in terms of benefits from digitalisation as a

percentage of pre-tax profit?

e) What is the proportion between revenue uplift and cost savings from the

benefits above?

CONTINUE TO THE NEXT PAGE…

QUESTIONS FROM PNB



7
Bank Islam also aims to expand alternative revenue stream capabilities

through fee-based income under Phase 1.

f) Does Bank Islam have any long term target for non-fee based and fee-

based income proportion?

g) What is the strategy and target for wealth management segment? How is

the partnership with Arabesque doing so far.

QUESTIONS FROM PNB



7
Answer 7 (a) (b) & (c):

Bank Islam in its initial track of its 5 year plan will on fortifying resilience in sustaining

towards post recovery:

➢ Establish and embed ESG in credit assessment, risk framework and hence pricing

(risk adjusted)

➢ Strengthen local market position

➢ Go-to-Market strategy and profiling of Group value proposition – with Integrated

WM and Asset Mgmt features in wholesale banking)

➢ Persevere digitalisation – future proofing the Bank’s business, sustainability for all –

the Bank and stakeholders

In its medium to long term horizon, the Bank will focus on emerging as a leader in

market positioning and impact creation through Shariah-ESG towards Championship

in Shariah-ESG total financial solution with leadership in digital banking and social

finance.

CONTINUE TO THE NEXT PAGE…

ANSWERS FOR PNB’S QUESTIONS



7
This is premised on:

❖ Expand and grow Shariah-ESG investment and financing capabilities – through synergistic

value proposition in our credit, wealth and asset management lines of businesses. This can

propel the Bank towards becoming manufacturer of Shariah-ESG products/solutions locally

and in regional markets – increase international deals and foreign investor based

❖ Synergy of the Group to be unlocked – group harmonization intiatives in business, support

and independent functions

❖ Sustaining delivery of benefits of digitalization – delivery channel to enable and enhance

business growth

❖ Increasing local market share of SME, profiled as key enabler of the halal economy

❖ Leader in the sustainable mobilisation of social finance funds and in Waqf development with

institutions – through our social finance arm, Sadaqa House

❖ Grow presence in global and regional market as Shariah-ESG fund house with FinTech

capabilities through AI and Big Data analytics

The 5-year roadmap to grow total assets from RM70 billion in 2021 to RM100 billion by 2025 is

premised on organic growth. Nevertheless, Bank Islam remains open to opportunities for

investment or acquisition of new capabilities with suitable, strategic fit to Bank Islam Group.

ANSWERS FOR PNB’S QUESTIONS



7
Answer 7 (d) & (e):

CDX aspires to achieve and aim to contribute around 2.8% of the

Bank’s profits by 2025 (RM54.7m/ RM1,901.9m). This is based on our

projection and estimation based on a few assumptions that we believe

that it is achievable.

ANSWERS FOR PNB’S QUESTIONS



7
Answer 7 (f)

Bank Islam expects to at least sustain NFBI ratio above 10% levels in 

2025. 

ANSWERS FOR PNB’S QUESTIONS



7
Answer 7 (g)

❖ On wealth management, our investment arm BIMB Investment aims to be the leading

Shariah-ESG Fund Management Company in the country in the next five years.

❖ Its current Global Equity Shariah-ESG fund and its Global ESG sukuk fund are the largest

shariah unit trust funds in the country.
❖ BIMB Investment is the first Islamic Fund Management company in Malaysia to launch

the first unit trust Shariah Robo Intelligent Platform in Malaysia, the BEST App, in April 2020,

which has now garnered more than 10,000 investors. It is also the first Islamic Fund

Management company to become UN-PRI signatory.

❖ BIMB Investment’s strategic partnership with Arabesque Asset Management, UK since

2015 has strengthened its investment management capabilities and solutions across

asset classes with access to Artificial Intelligence based Quantitative Investing

capabilities and Sustainability and ESG screening tool.

❖ BIMB Investment has expanded its business into Singapore with two multi-currency

Shariah-ESG unit trust funds. It also has wide retail bank distribution network both local

and foreign. Its growing wholesale business has clients ranging from corporate,

institutions and governments.

ANSWERS FOR PNB’S QUESTIONS



8 To ensure delivery of the strategies and targets under the 5 year

roadmap, would Bank Islam consider the establishment of a long term

incentive plan for its management

QUESTIONS FROM PNB



8
Bank Islam continuously rewards our staff based on performance. We

also value our talents who contribute to the Bank's performance and

long-term strategy. Introduction of any form of incentive schemes will

be in that same spirit. Schemes such as ESOS may be considered,

however, for now there is no specific timeline set for this purpose.

ANSWERS FOR PNB’S QUESTIONS



9 Referring to page 71of BHB’s Annual Report, it was mentioned that “

Sustainable approach of responsible finance… to adopt sustainable

business practices into a climate-friendly industry player… to preserve

the environment for future generations”.

a) What is Bank Islam’s view on coal-related activities?

b) Does the current loan portfolio consist of financing of coal-related

activities? If so, what is the amount of this financing and is Bank

Islam taking steps to minimise exposure / transition away from

these activities?

c) When does Bank Islam intend to phase out coal-related financing

from its portfolio?

QUESTIONS FROM PNB



9
The Banks existing exposures in this segment are small and relate to the

power sector. Aggregate exposures amount to 0.20% of the Banks total

financing and investment assets.

Moving forward, and with the implementation of a proposed ESG

framework by end 2022, the Bank anticipates for these exposures to be

transitioned away.

ANSWERS FOR PNB’S QUESTIONS



10 Referring to page 83 of the Annual Report, it was mentioned that “Post

restructuring, … Bank Islam will be accorded full autonomy in ….

adopting its capital management initiatives…”.

a) Does Bank Islam have an internal capital allocation framework?

b) How does Bank Islam determine the allocation of capital across its

segments?

c) How does Bank Islam decide which segment should receive

more/less capital?

d) What are the return requirements from each segment?

QUESTIONS FROM PNB



10
Answer 10 (a)

Yes

Answer 10 (b)

Annually the bank aligned its internal capital adequacy assessment process

with its budgeting process. The bank uses economic capital as the basis for

capital allocation i.e. based on the Bank’s current annual budgeting process

which incorporates its projected growth and future business strategies for the

next 3 years, thus providing a forward looking risk and capital assessment. This

enables the Bank to identify potential capital surplus or deficits and establish

necessary actions to address the issue promptly in case of a potential capital

deficit.

ANSWERS FOR PNB’S QUESTIONS



10
Answer 10 (c)

As per item (b) above. In addition, during the annual budgeting exercise -

budget challenge sessions, each segment’s risk and return is being discussed

and challenged thoroughly.

Answer 10 (d)

Basically the bank main core segment remain consumer banking as per the

banks strategic direction. Return is measured by net profit margin and it varies

of each segment. Consumer banking remain as the most profitable business

line for the bank. Any new investment, a tools such hurdle rate (the minimum

return accepted by a business) is used as a benchmark in setting the

minimum return requirements for each segment.

ANSWERS FOR PNB’S QUESTIONS



11 Where can we find Bank Islam’s Annual Report for FY20? We are

unable to locate the document on Bank Islam’s website.

QUESTIONS FROM PNB



11 We are in the midst of finalising Bank Islam Integrated Annual Report

which we scheduled to upload to the website by/before the end of

June 2021.

ANSWERS FOR PNB’S QUESTIONS



THANK YOU

DISCLAIMER

Throughout this presentation, we have used forward-looking statements that relate to the plans, objectives, goals, strategies, future operations and performance of our Group. Such

statements usually contain words like ‘anticipates’, ‘believes’, ‘estimates’, ‘expects’, ‘intends’, ‘may’, ‘plans’, ‘projects’, ‘should’, ‘would’ and ‘will’, amongst others. We do not intend for

these statements to be guarantees of future operating, financial or other results, as they involve risks, uncertainties and assumptions in their representation of various possible scenarios. As

such, actual results and outcomes could differ significantly from those expressed or implied. Our Group makes no express or implied representation or warranty that the results anticipated by

these forward-looking statements will be achieved. We are under no obligation to update either these forward-looking statements or the historical information presented in this presentation.


